
Section A & B

Charles K (8 years ago)   (Yahoo)
[It's like that Beatles song isn't it?]: Day after day, alone on the hill/ The man with the foolish grin is keeping perfectly still./ But the fool on the hill sees 
the sun going down,/ And the eyes in his head,/ See the world spinning around.

The Lunatic, the Lover and the Poet (Tumblr)
@CharlesK: [Yes, I forgot about that... I like to think] madness and creativity are one, and they both become a gift and a curse when handed to a human. 

Love Essay Books (Blog)
@TheLunaticPoet: [Sometimes] madness is love... 

The Lunatic, the Lover and the Poet (Tumblr)
@Loveessaybooks… [Oh, yes!] I'm [madly] in love with David Tennant...

Bill Bully (6 months ago)  (Youtube)
@thelunaticlover Shakespeare [himself] would absolutely love David Tennant…

Theatrememes
I don't always do a Shakespearean monologue, but when I do, I have no idea what I am saying...

Midsummers night dream help please!!!!?
Can someone please explain the meaning of this???? [Test tomorrow…]

Karla Y (8 years ago)
@Midsummers night dream help please!!!!?: Crazy people, people in love, and poets/writers, all have a huge imagination. [Good luck tomorrow!]

Thecarnivourousmu7n:
@Theatrememes@Midsummers night dream help please!!!!?: [What u need to remember is that] a Midsummer Night's Dream is like The Hangover but 
with fairies…

Midsummers night dream help please!!!!?
@KarlaY@ThecarnivourousmuLn@Theatrememes: Thanks guys!

Anytimefrances 15 Jun 2009 12:55

The lunatic, the lover and the poet
Are of imagination all compact...
I've often found this to be true. Glad to see that old bill agrees.

Shakespeare Sonnets (3 years ago) (Youtube)
I like this speech because the unemotional Theseus refutes the logic of [love], poetry and imagination in the most poetical and imaginative language 
possible!

BillyMills 15 Jun 2009 11:35 (Guardian)
@ShakespeareSonnets: Absolutely laden with poetic language; perhaps more so than any other of Bill's bits?

dickensdesk
@Billy Mills. Yes… Making "stu9" from nothing, giving it a home and name... can there ever have been a better definition of poetry...

superboy5000 pan'smietanka  1 month ago
Im happy william shakespear made this



Section C

Dancingthenightaway
Was Shakespeare a racist or a sexist?

Best Answer 
We can't be sure. He didn't seem like that through his writing, but we have to take into account the time period. He also said at one point in his career, 
"Frailty thy name is woman." So make what you want of that.

Ratz 
For the time period, no. It doesn't come across in his writing. You could make a case for antisemitism though...

?
...um what?

Gray Bold
Egypt is used to refer to the Romnai people of England. [As in… love] can make the dark skinned gypsy look like Helen of Troy, a great beauty.

Emer O'Toole (the Guardian Online)
Shakespeare is full of classism, sexism, racism and defunct social mores.

Nounboy
But that doesn't detract from his genius. Or does it?

SnowyJohn
Sigh.
How utterly misguided.
First of all, Shakespeare doesn't say anything. Characters in plays wot Shakespeare wrote say the lines.

Connoly
@Emer O'Toolê The sheer arrogance of that sentence is truly beathtaking. 

Yorkshire Cat
ÂTL Trolling

Damntheral
Can't people express a point of view a bit di9erent and iconoclastic without the asinine "ATL trolling" tag surfacing? This is really irritating.



Section D

Parisa 
Midsummer Night's Dream is so mysterious & magical; it's equating dream with theatre - when neither are real - makes for great poetry - as well as 
theatre

Pinkroom
[Dreaming of] the magic and transitory nature of theatre-going.

UNESCO
[Dreaming of] Poetry as a symbol of the human spirit's creativity. 

Theseus
Dreaming of Hippolyta...

Unesco
Poetry contributes to the expansion of our common humanity, helping to increase its strength, solidarity and self-awareness.

Mr Ackroyd
The Bard’s words inspire artists to keep true to their innermost creativity.

airynothing.net

In this airy nothing called cyberspace these are observations of creativity in many forms, of my reality, the shapes of my imagination and dreams, 
reflecting one woman's view of the world around her. Dickensdesk
Making castles in the air (wonderful) but still (thank goodness perhaps) only transitory... when the spell is broken, it's broken.



SECTION E

Sadie garcia1
He was a poet of enduring greatness. His words will endure me, as long as I live. 

Pinkroom
This play is a huge fave - maybe most fave of all Bill's plays. I played fairy Peaseblossom at school. The forest scene - I could see over & over again & 
again & never ever tire of it. 

Bruce Quam 9 months ago

Unbelievably awful. I was Oberon in this show in high school in 1973, and we were much better. One must not just recite the lines, one must own, and 
enjoy them.  
Sadie garcia1
Having the pleasure to dance some parts of it for my beloved father & brother helped me every day, so that I could dance ballet. 

Random lines that overlay and build up
His words will endure me, as long as I live.
Own and enjoy the lines
Having the pleasure to dance
The treasury of everlasting joy!

Lee Price (The Sun)
Actually it isn’t easy to mistake a bush for a bear . . . unless you’re on something.

null, 6 months ago
Definitely high as a kite when he wrote midsummers night dream

Telegraphuk 
“Cannabis discovered in tobacco pipes found in William Shakespeare's garden”

andreas.monk, larnaca, Cyprus, 6 months ago
@ Telegraph UK is nothing SACRED any more???????

The Sun UK
To E or not to E…

notmelol, yorkshire, United Kingdom, 6 months ago
BOYCOTT SHAKESPEARE! DANGEROUS DRUG ADDICT, DO WE WANT OUR CHILDREN BECOMING DANGEROUS DRUG ADDICTS TOO?

F_Rabelais, LaRochelle, 6 months ago
Smoking cannabis could have got him Bard.

Casey McKinnon  1 year ago
A feverish dream of madness! 

Caliban
When I waked, I cried to dream again’

dickensdesk
A powerful metaphor of what life's passing should ideally be... a gradually letting go of that which has, in its proper time, entertained us. It deserves 
applause.

Hearted 1 year ago
BRUH DIS WAS SO DOPE!


